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Abstract

Starting from the Navier-Stokes equation, we rigorously prove that a modi ed third
order structure function S~3 (r) asymptotically equals 4  r=3 ( is the dissipation rate)
in the large Reynolds number limit of Navier-Stokes equation in an inertial regime.
From this result, we rigorously con rm the Kolmogorov four- fth law, without the
Kolmogorov assumption on isotropy. Our de nition of the structure function involves
a solid angle averaging over all possible orientation of the displacement vector y , besides
space-time averaging. Direct numerical simulation for a highly symmetric ow for a
Taylor Reynolds number of 155 shows that the ow remains signi cantly anisotropic
and that without solid angle averaging, the resulting structure functions approximately
satisfy these scaling relations over some range of r = jy j for some orientation of y , but
not for another.

1 Introduction
Structure functions has been and continues to be a subject of much interest over the last ve
decades since Kolmogorov introduced it in his seminal paper [1] on turbulence. The subject
is too vast reviewed properly in this short paper [See, for example, the book by Monin &
Yaglom [2]].
Kolmogorov de ned the n th order longitudinal structure functions to be:

Sn;K (r) = hju(x + y; t) u(x; t)jn cosn u;y i

(1)

where u(x; t) is the Eulerian velocity eld, at a location x (in R3) at time t, r is the magnitude
of the vector y, n is a positive integer, u;y is the angle between u(x + y; t) u(x; t) and y
and h::i denotes an ensemble average. In the seminal paper, Kolmogorov [1] used essentially
0
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statistical arguments to conclude that for a homogeneous isotropic ow (for which Sn;K is
only a function of r), as Reynolds number Re ! 1,

Sn;K (r)  kn ( r) ;
n

where n = n=3

(2)

for  << r << L (called the inertial scale), where L is a characteristic energy-producinglength scale and  is a viscous cut-o scale, with =L ! 0 as the Reynolds number
Re ! 1. The  appearing in (2) is the local dissipation rate, assumed to be nite and
nonzero in the limit of Re ! 1. The kn , appearing in (2) are universal constants, by
Kolmogorov's original argument. An expression for the viscous cut-o scale  can be derived
from the Navier-Stokes equation by assuming a priori that (2) holds for n = 2. This gives
the viscous cut-o (the so-called Kolmogorov length scale) to be  =  3=4=1=4, where 
is the kinematic viscosity. This viscous cut-o length scale, estimated by Kolmogorov, is
consistent with rigorous mathematical results [3] on the dimension of the global attractor of
the Navier-Stokes dynamics (if there exists such an attractor).
Fifty years after the Kolmogorov seminal paper [1], the scope of validity of (2) remains a
matter of controversy [See Frisch [4]] because for n 6= 3, there are no proofs or derivation of
these results that uses the Navier-Stokes equation. There is some work on the Kolmogorov
spectrum [5,6], associated with n = 2 structure function, based on modeling of the NavierStokes dynamics by assumed vortex structures. The results are, however, not independent of
the model parameters. There also has been some rigorous [Constantin [7], Constantin et al
[8]] upper bounds related to the enstrophy spectrum in two dimensions and energy spectrum
in three dimensions. Fe erman & Constantin [9] also established rigorous inequality relations
for di erent order structure functions Sn (r), de ned by

Sn(r) = hju(x + y; t) u(x; t)jn i

(3)

where h:i in their work involve space-time averaging. Note that these set of structure functions are di erent from that originally de ned by Kolmogorov; however there exists relations
between Sn and Sn;K for isotropic 1 homogeneous ow [See Monin-Yaglom [2]] and therefore
Sn will also satisfy relation (2) to the same degree as Sn;K
Experimental evidence [10,11] appear to suggest that the Kolmogorov relation needs to
be corrected, at least for n > 4. This is popularly known as intermittency e ect and has
occupied the attention of many researchers in recent years. While there exists phemenological
theory [12] that predicts the deviation of n from n=3 (for n 6= 3) in the relation (2), in
Even without isotropy assumption, x t integration ofR equation (39) and a volume integration with
respect to y over a sphere of radius r leads to r3 S2 (r) = 0 r^2 S2 (^r)dr^ in the inertial regime. This gives
the proportionality relation between S2 and S2 known before for isotropic ow [2]
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good agreement with experiment, the relation of intermittency with Navier-Stokes dynamics
remains to be understood. Much of the theoretical work in this direction involves modeling
and simpli cation of the Navier-Stokes dynamics with a view to capturing the essential
physics behind intermittency. One might expect that a simpli cation describing the essential
physics should not violate any exact relation satis ed by the Navier-Stokes dynamics. This
highlights the importance of exact relations. These are also helpful to the experimentalist
by providing them with checks for consistency.
Unfortunately, there are not many exact relations known for the Navier-Stokes dynamics. Aside from inequalities mentioned before, until now, the only exact equality involving
structure functions that we are aware of is that S3;K = 54 r as Re ! 1 for r in the inertial regime. This was obtained by Kolmogorov himself [13] by using the Karman-Howarth
equation [14], that was in turn derived from the Navier-Stokes equation for a statistically
stationary homogeneous isotropic ow. This has been referred to in the literature as the
Kolmogorov's four- fth law.
In this paper, we present a second exact equality S~3(r) = 34  r in an inertial regime
as Reynolds number Re ! 1, where S~3 is a modi ed third order structure function. This
result is rigorously derived without making any assumptions about the ow structure, though
the result follows in a rather straight-forward manner from the anisotropic generalization of
the Karman-Howarth equation [14], attributed to Monin [see Monin & Yaglom [2], page 402].
However, to the best of our knowledge, the results for S~3(r) do not appear anywhere in the
existing literature. We also use this result on S~3(r) to rigorously re-derive the Kolmogorov
four- fth law without the Kolmogorov assumption on ow isotropy.
A direct numerical simulation of Navier-Stokes equations for a highly symmetric periodic
ow in a box, originally devised by Kida [15], was carried out upto a Taylor Reynolds number
R of about 155. The solid angle averaging over all possible orientation of the displacement
vector y present in our de nition of the the structure functions (along with space-timeaveraging) makes a numerical computation of the structure functions prohibitively expensive.
Instead, we computed structure functions without solid angle averaging for two independent
orientation of y. We expected to get approximately the same results in both directions,
as would be consistent with an isotropic ow. Instead, we found that upto R = 155, the
ow was far from isotropic, even for this highly symmetric ow. Without the solid angle
averaging, we found the computed structure functions for y = pr3 (1; 1; 1) displayed the
theoretical large Reynolds number inertial regime dependences of S~3(r) and S3;K (r) over
some range in r. However, for another orientation of y, namely y = r (1; 0; 0), we nd no
such scaling regime, at least upto R = 155.
3

For our purposes, we de ne
1 Z d Z T dt Z dx ju(x + y; t) u(x; t)j3 cos [ ]
S~3(r) = T lim
(4)
y;u
!1T
4 0
L3
Here, L is some characteristic energy producing length scale and integration with respect
to refers to solid angle integration over the spherical surface jyj = r. Also, we rede ne
Kolmorov's longitudinal structure functions as
Z T Z d Z dx
1
Sn;K (r) = T lim
dt 4 L3 ju(x + y; t) u(x; t)jn cosn [y;u]
(5)
! 1T 0
and Sn(r) as
Z T Z d Z dx
1
Sn(r) = T lim
dt 4 L3 ju(x + y; t) u(x; t)jn
(6)
!1T 0
Note these de nitions of structure functions involve space-time averaging, as well as an averaging over all possible orientation of y. Ensemble average appear in Kolmogorov's original
work. If the ow is homogeneous, space integration over x is unnecessary. If the ow is
isotropic, the integration over solid angle is redundant. If the ow is both homogeneous
and isotropic, then the de nition above will reduce to the usual ensemble average if it can
be assumed that for stationary turbulence, the system goes through all possible states over
a long time. However, if the ow is neither homogeneous (say for an in nite geometry) nor
known to be isotropic, the de nitions of structure functions above are still meaningful and
the results quoted in this paper remain valid.
The incompressible forced Navier-Stokes equations determining the velocity eld is given
by:
ut(x; t) + u(x; t)  ru(x; t) = rp(x; t) +  r2 u(x; t) + f (x; t)
(7)
r  u(x; t) = 0
(8)
It will be also assumed that the forcing f (x; t) is such that both assumptions (a) and (b)
below are valid:
R
R
(a) limT ! 1 T1 0T dt Ldx3 jf (x; t)j2  hjf (x; t)j2i < 1
R
R
(b) limT ! 1 T1 0T dt Ldx3 jrf (x; t)j2  hjrf j2i < 1
Note that we have introduced h::i above to denote space-time averaging, rather than the
ensemble average of Kolmogorov. We de ne a characteristic velocity scale U and a length
scale L through relations:
U = hju(x; t)j2i1=2
(9)

(10)
L=
U hjrf j2i1=2
The Reynolds number is de ned by Re = UL= .
4

We will rigorously prove that if smooth solutions u(x; t) to (7) and (8) exist for all times
(a physically reasonable assumption that is yet to be proved rigorously), then there exists a
cuto scale c such that the following conditions hold:
(i) c=L ! 0 as Re ! 1
(ii)
4 r
~3(r) =
(11)
lim
S
Re ! 1;r=L ! 0;r= ! 1
3
(iii)
c

4 r
(12)
!1
5
The latter relation (12) is the Kolmogorov's four- fth law. The , appearing in (11) and (12)
is the time averaged normalized energy dissipation rate, de ned as
Z T Z dx
1
dt L3  jru(x; t)j2
(13)
 = T lim
!1 T 0
In the standard notation of asymptotics, the result (11) and (12) can be alternately written
as:
4  r ; S (r)  4  r
S~3(r) 
(14)
3K
3
5
for L >> r >> c . Since, S3(r)  jS~3(r)j, it follows from (11) that
lim
Re ! 1;r=L ! 0;r=

S3K (r) =

c

(15)
S3(r)  43  r
Further, as a consequence of (15), it follows from a routine application of Holder inequality,
it follows that for any n > 3 and m < 3
 n m
Sn3 m(r) Smn 3 (r)  34 r
(16)
with the inequality understood in the same sense as (15).
lim

Re ! 1;r=L ! 0;r=c ! 1

2 Derivation of Results for S~3(r)
We now proceed to derive our results for S~3. We replace argument x by x + y in (7) and
subtract (7) from the new equation to obtain
[  u]t + u(x; t)  r[u] = r [ p] +  r2 [u] + [ f ] @y@ [uj u]
(17)
j
5

where

u = u(x + y; t)

u(x; t); p = p(x + y; t) p(x; t); f = f (x + y; t) f (x; t) (18)

and the subscript j denote the j -th component of the vector involved. A standard repeated
index summation convention has also been used. A similar form of equations for vorticity
appears in Constantin [7]. Taking the dot product of (17) with u and integrating with
respect to x over the entire volume (normalized by L3) we obtain (after using (8) many
times):
1 @R (y; t) +  Z dx r(u )  r(u ) = r  N (y; t) + F (y; t)
(19)
i
i
2 @t
L3
In (19), the scalar functions R(y; t) and F (y; t) are de ned as:
Z
R(y; t) = Ldx3 juj2
(20)
Z
F (y; t) = dx
(21)
L3 ( f )  ( u)
and the vector function N (y; t) is given by:
Z dx
1
(22)
N (y; t) = 2 L3 u j uj2
We notice that
Z
Z dx
r
(
u
)

r
(
u
)
=
2

(
t
)
2

 dx
i
i
1
L3
L3 (rui(x; t))  (rui(x + y; t))
= 2 1(t)  r2 R
(23)
where 1(t) is the instantaneous normalized dissipation rate:
Z dx
1(t) =  L3 jru(x; t)j2
(24)
Substituting (23) into (24), it is clear that
1 @R (y; t) + 2 (t)  r2 R(y; t) = r  N (y; t) + F (y; t)
(25)
1
2 @t
For isotropic ow, the dependence on y in (25) is only through jyj. In that case, (25) becomes
the well-known Karman-Howarth equation. The anisotropic generalization in the form (25)
appears to have been rst derived by Monin [See Monin & Yaglom [2], page 402]. Here, we
have re-derived this for the sake of completeness in the present context (where space-time
averaging replaces ensemble average of an assumed statistically stationary homogeneous
ow). Also, some of the the intermediate steps leading upto (25) are useful in our later
derivation of the Kolmogorov four- fth law, without the Kolmogorov assumption on isotropy.
6

We replace y by y~ in (25) and integrate with respect to y~ over a sphere of radius r = jyj,
centered at y~ = 0. Using divergence theorem on the volume integrals in (26) and dividing
the result by 2r2, we obtain:
(
)
Z
1 Z
4
d
1
@
~
@t 4  r2 jy~j < r d y~ R(~y; t) + 3 1 r 2  dr T2(r; t) 2 r2 jy~j < r dy~F (~y; t) = T3(r; t)
(26)
where T2(r; t) is de ned by expression (6) for n = 2, but without any time averaging.
Similarly, T~3(r; t) is de ned by the same expression as for S~3 in (4), except that time averaging
is not performed. On time-integrating (26) from 0 to T and dividing the resulting expression
by T and taking the limit of T ! 1, it follows that
4  r 2  d S (r)
1 Z
S~3(r)
(27)
3
dr 2
2 r2 jy~j < r dy~ G(~y) =
where
ZT
ZT
1
1
dt 1(t) ; G(~y) = T lim
dt F (~y; t)
(28)
 = T lim
!1 T 0
!1 T 0
So far, everything is exact and involves no approximation or assumptions on the nature of
the ow or the range of r. For proving rigorous results for S~3(r) in the inertial scale, it is
necessary to de ne a viscous cut-o scale c .
  1=2
c = U 
(29)
From (10) and (29), it follows that
0
1
c = Re 1=2 @ U 2 hjrf j2i1=4 A
(30)
L

Note that (7) implies:

 = hf (x; t)  u(x; t)i;
(31)
i.e. the time averaged work done matches time averaged dissipation. Hence the U in (30)
can be thought of as determined from  and f . Thus, in the limit Re ! 1, (keeping  and
f (x; t) xed), it is clear from (30), that c=L ! 0.
We now present two propositions that ensures that the the second and third term on
the left hand side of (27) is asymptotically negligible compared to  r, as Re ! 1, when
L >> r >> c .

Proposition 1:

If a smooth solution u(x; t) satisfying (7) and (8) exists for all times, then
Z
1
dy~ G(~y; t) = 0
lim
r=L ! 0 r3 jy~j < r
7

(32)

Proof: We note that on using well known triangular equality that
ju  f j  [ju(x + y; t)j + ju(x; t)j]jf j
On using jjf jj  jjr f jj jyj, where jj::jj denotes the L2 norm in x, and Holder's inequality,
it follows that
jG(~y)j  2 U hjrf (x; t)j2i1=2jy~j
(33)
It follows that
Z
1
j 2r2 jy~j < r dy~ G(~y)j  U r2 hjrf (x; t)j2i1=2
(34)

On dividing (34) by r and using the de nition of L from (10), the statement of proposition
1 follows.

Proposition 2:

If a smooth solution u(x; t) satisfying (5) and (6) exists for all times, then
 d S (r) = 0
lim
r= ! 1 r dr 2
c

Proof: First we note that
Z

ry dx juj2 =

Z

dx(ui) rui(x + y; t) =

Z

(35)

dx (ui(x; t) ui(x y; t)) rui(x; t) (36)

where the symbol ry is the gradient with respect to the y variable. Therefore, using (36)
Z dx 
Z dx
Z dx

y
2
j r  ry L3 juj j j 
L3 ju(x)jjru(x; t)j + L3 ju(x y)jru(x; t)j (37)
We notice from (6) that S20 (r) is bounded in absolute value by the time-solid-angle average
of the expression on the left of (37), which from Holder's inequality is bounded by

 2 hju(x; t)j2i1=2 hjru(x; t)j2i1=2
Therefore,

 jS20 (r)j  2 U  hjru(x; t)j2i1=2 = 2 U  1=21=2
(38)
Proposition 2 follows from (38), if we divide it by  r and use the de nition of c in (29).
Remark 1: Both limits on r appearing in (32) and (35) can be satis ed if and only if
c=L ! 0, i.e. if and only if Re ! 1.
Remark 2: r=c ! 0 is a sucient condition for the conclusion of proposition 2 to hold. It
is not expected to be necessary. Indeed, if the Kolmogorov expression (2) is assumed valid
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for S2(r) and used to evaluate S20 (r) in (35), then it is clear that (35) would remain equally
valid for r= ! 0 for  =  3=4  1=4.
A direct consequence of (11) is the asymptotic inequality (15). From Holder's inequality
the result (16) follows. Because of issues raised in Remark 2, we expect the relations (11),
(15) and (16) to hold over the entire inertial scale, i.e.  << r << L, though our rigorous
mathematical proof (which did not assume any form of Kolmogorov relation) was for the
subrange c << r << L.

3 A derivation of Kolmogorov four- fth law
We now proceed to use the result (11) for S~3(r) to re-derive the Kolmogorov's four- fth law,
but without the Kolmogorov assumption on ow isotropy. For this purpose, it is convenient
to return to (17) and take the dot product with y. This leads to
@ [y  p] +  r2 [y  u] + [y   f ]
[y   u]t + u(x; t)  r[y  u] = @x
i
i
@ [u u y ] + [u u ]
(39)
j j
@yj j i i
On multiplying (39) by y  u, integrating with respect to x over the whole volume, replacing
y by y~ and integrating with respect to y~ over a sphere of radius r = jyj in a manner similar
to that shown explicitly in (17)-(26), we get
@ 2 Z r dr~r~4 T (~r; t) + Q = P 2r4 T (r; t)+4 Z r T~ (~r; t)~r3dr~ + Z dy~F^ (~y; t)
2K
3K
3
@t
0
0
jy~j<r
(40)
where T2K and T3K are given by the expression (5) (for n = 2 and n = 3), except that
integration with respect to t is not performed. In (40), Q, P and F^ are de ned by:
Z
Z
Q(r; t) =
dy~ Ldx3 [~u]k;j [~u]l;j y~k y~l
(41)
jy~j<r
Z
Z
~ ~

P (r; t) =
dy~ dx
[

p
]
[

u
]
y
~
y
~
(42)
k;i
i
k
L3
jy~j<r
Z
^F (~y; t) = dx3 [~uk ] y~k [~ fi] y~i
(43)
L
where subscript ; j refers to di erentiation with respect to xj and ~u refers to u with
argument y replaced by y~ in (18) (Similarly for ~p, etc.).
After some manipulation and using
Z
dy~ y~k y~l = 415 r5 k;l ;
(44)
jy~j<r
9

where k;l stands for the usual Kronecker delta, we nd
 Q(r; t) = 815 1(t) r5 2  Q1(r; t)
(45)
where
Z
Z
Q1(r; t) = jy~j<r dy~ dx
(46)
L3 ul;j (x; t) uk;j (x + y~; t) y~l y~k
On integration by parts with respect to x, and then with respect to y~, one obtains
Z
Z dx
Z
Z dx
Q1(r; t) =
u
(
x;
t
)
d
y
y
y
r
u
(
x
+
y;
t
)
+
u
(
x;
t
)
dy~ y~k uk;j (x + y~; t)
j l k
k;j
L3 l
L3 j
jy~j<r
(47)
The latter integral term in (47) is zero from integration by parts with respect to x. Notice
also that in the rst integral, yj uk;j (x + y; t) = r @r@ uk (x + y; t). Therefore, it follows from
(45) and (47) that
(48)
Q(r; t) = 815 1(t) r5 4   r4 T20K (r; t)
where superscript 0 denotes derivative with respect to r.
We will now show that P = 0. For this purpose, we notice that P can be written as
Z dx Z
Z dx Z
P (r; t) = 2 L3
dy~ p(x; t) uk;i(x; t) y~iy~k 2 L3
dy~ p(x; t) uk;i(x+~y; t) y~iy~k (49)
jy~j<r
jy~j<r
On using (44), and the divergence condition uk;k = 0, it follows that the rst integral on the
right of (49) is zero. On integrating by parts with respect to y~ the second integral, we get
Z dx Z
Z dx Z
3
P (r; t) = 2r L3 d p(x; t) uk (x + y; t) yk + 8 L3
dy~ p(x; t) uk (x + y~; t) y~k
jy~j < r
(50)
The rst integral in (50) is clearly zero since the surface integral
Z
Z
d uk (x + y; t) yk = 1r
dy~ uk;k (x + y~; t) = 0
(51)
jy~j < r
We also notice that the 2 y~k = @@y~ r~2, where r~2 = y~j y~j . Using this, the second integral in
(50) can be integrated by parts with respect to y~ and using (51) again, we get this to be zero
as well. Thus P = 0.
Using the simpli cations for Q and P back in (40) and using time integrating this equation
from 0 to T , dividing it by T , we obtain in the limit T ! 1 (after dividing by 2r4):
2 Z r S~ (~r) r~3 dr~ 2  S 0 (r) = S (r) + 1 Z dy~G^ (~y)
4 r
(52)
3K
2K
15
r4 0 3
2r4 jy~j<r
where
1 Z T dt F^ (~y; t)
G^ (~y) = T lim
(53)
! 1T 0
k
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We now claim that in the inertial regime, as identi ed before, T20(r) and r14 jy~j<r dy~G^ (~y)
are negligible, compared to  r in (52). We make the following propositions, whose proofs
closely parallel those of propositions (1) and (2).

Proposition 3:

If a smooth solution u(x; t) satisfying (5) and (6) exists for all times, then
1 Z
lim
d y~ G^ (~y) = 0
r=L ! 0 r5 jy~j<r

(54)

Proof: We note that on using well known triangular equality that
j[~y  ~u][~y  ~f ]j  2 jy~j2 [ju(x + y~; t)j + ju(x; t)j]j~f j
On using jj~f jj  jjr f jj jy~j, where jj::jj denotes the L2 norm in x, and Holder's inequality,
it follows that

It follows that

jG^ (~y)j  2hu2(x; t)i1=2 hjrf (x; t)j2i1=2jy~j3
j r1 4

(55)

Z

dy~ G^ (~y)j  43 hjrf (x; t)j2i1=2 U r2
(56)
jy~j < r
On dividing (34) by r and using the de nition of L from (10), the statement of proposition
3 follows.

Proposition 4:

If a smooth solution u(x; t) satisfying (5) and (6) exists for all times, then
 d S (r) = 0
lim
r= ! 1 r dr 2K
c

(57)

Proof:

First, we note that S20 K (r) is the time average of T20K (r; t). From (45) and (48), it clearly
follows that
1 Q (r; t)
T20K (r; t) = 2r
(58)
4 1
But, from expression (47) for Q1(r; t), we know only the rst integral is nonzero and this,
after integration by parts with respect to x leads to
Z dx
Z
1
0
T2K (r; t) = 2r4 L3 ul;j (x; t) d ylyj yk r uk (x + y; t)
(59)
Noticing that each of yl, yj and yk are bounded by r, on long-time integration of the above
equation and using Holder's inequality, it follows that

 jS20 K (r)j  2  U hjruj2i1=2 = 2U 1=21=2
11

(60)

Proposition 4 follows by dividing the above expression by  r, and using the de nition of c
in (29).
Remark 3: As before with S~3 (r), Propositions 3 and 4 hold when c << r << L. This
de nes the inertial scale for the purposes of the proof, though a wider range  << r << L
is expected, if the Kolmogorov result (2) were to be valid for n = 2.
Given Propositions 3 and 4, it implies that in the inertial range, (52) simpli es to
4 r 2 Z r S~ (~r)~r3 dr~ = S (r)
(61)
3K
15
r4 0 3
where the equality in (61) holds in the same sense as (11). Using the relation (11), proved
before for r=c >> 1 and r=L << 1, it is not dicult to see that in the inertial range,
2 Z r S~ (~r)~r3 dr~ = 8 r
(62)
r4 0 3
15
The simplest way to prove this result is to institute a change in variable s = r=, s~ = r~= so
that the left hand side of the above equation becomes
2 Z s ds~ S~ (~s) s~3 ds~
(63)
3
s4 0
Since s >> 1 (from the de nition of inertial scale), it is clear from (11), that the leading
asymptotic behavior of the integral above for large s is dominated by the contribution near
the upper limit. This gives the result (62), where the equality is to be understood in the
asymptotic sense as in (11). Using the result (62) in (61), we obtain the Kolmogorov four- fth
law, given by (12). Hence the proof is complete.

4 Numerical Simulation
Since the computation of S~3 and S3;K involves one three-dimensional space-integration with
respect to x, a two-dimensional solid angle averaging with respect to orientations of y, as well
as a one-dimensional time integration, numerical computations for S~3 and S3;K for suciently
large Reynolds number was judged as prohibitively expensive.
Instead, we computed S~3c and S3c;K de ned as:
Z T Z dx
dt L3 ju(x + y; t) u(x; t)j3 cos u;y
(64)
S~3c = T1
0
Z T Z dx
1
c
S3;K = T
dt L3 ju(x + y; t) u(x; t)j3 cos3 u;y
(65)
0
which are respectively modi cations of S~3 and S3;K in that no solid angle averaging is involved. We chose two signi cantly di erent orientations of the vector y: y = pr3 (1; 1; 1) and
12

y = r (1; 0; 0). At the outset, we expected that for a highly symmetric ow, the assumptions
of isotropy would actually be satis ed over some range of scales at the highest computable
Reynolds number. This would make solid angle averaging moot. This would be suggested
by the independence of computed S~3c =( r) and S3c;K =( r) on the orientations of y. However,
this did not turn out to be the case. The numerical results are presented here to indicate the
degree of anisotropy of the ow and how well the linear scaling of the third order structure
functions hold in some regime of r for speci c orientations of y.
We solve (7-8) in a 2-periodic cube with an initial condition of a \high-symmetry" as
discussed in [18]. In particular, the ow at all times admits the following Fourier expansion
for the x1 component of the velocity at all times:
0
1
1
1
X
X
CA u^1fl;m;ng(t) sin lx1 cos mx2 cos nx3 (66)
u1(x1; x2; x3; t) = B
+
@
even l;m;n=0 odd l;m;n=1
The other velocity components are determined by the a permutation symmetry u1(x1; x2; x3) =
u2(x3; x1; x2) = u3(x2; x3; x1). The special structure of the Fourier components in (66) and
the permutation relationship above saves computational time and memory [18] [19]. In our
study, the initial condition and the forcing f (x; t) are chosen to be the same as that in [20]
[15]. Speci cally,
u1(x1; x2; x3; t = 0) = sin x(cos 3y cos z cos y cos 3z):

(67)

and the forcing is chosen such that the Fourier mode u^1f1;3;1g = u^1f1;1;3g = 1 all the time
in order to imitate a constant energy supply at lower wavenumbers.
The numerical method for solving (7-8) is based on a Fourier pseudo-spectral technique.
The details can be found in [21] [19]. To perform the integration in time for S~3c, S3c;K and
, we use a second order Adams-Bashforth method. For the sake of saving computational
time, the time-step for the integration is chosen to be 54t where 4t is the time-step for
solving the corresponding Navier-Stokes equations (7-8). The spatial integration in x for S~3c,
S3c;K and  are evaluated through summation over N 3=64 evenly spaced grid points in the
2-periodic box, where N is the number of grid points in each direction of the 2 periodic
domain. This quadrature is spectrally accurate. For the computational reason, we always
choose y in S~3c , S3c;K on the grid points, or the periodic extension of the grid points.
For f (x; t) = 0, we have tested our computational results against those presented in [19].
For the forcing f (x; t) we study in this paper, we have compared our results with those
studied in [20] for large  , for example,  = 0:011. We have also performed resolution study
in N and 4t for the computations of S~3c, S3c;K and . All computations are performed by
using 64 bit arithmetic.
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In this study, we are interested in the following quantities,
~c
S3c;K
G1  Sr3 G2  r
(68)
as functions of r= for various r. As shown in the previous sections, as r=L ! 0 and r=c !
1, G1 ! 4=3 and G2 ! 4=5 for isotropic ows. However, in our numerical computations
for nite nonzero  , c =L is a nonzero though small number and G1 and G2 generally are
functions of T (interval for time-averaging), r as well as the orientation of y for a given
Reynolds number.
In Figure 1, we plot averaged normalized averaged energy E = hju(x; t)j2i and averaged
normalized energy dissipation rate  as functions of T for  = 0:001 and  = 0:000667. L,
the reference length scale is chosen to be 2 for computational purposes, rather than that
given by (10). This di ering choice makes no di erence in computations of G1 and G2.
Here, we choose N = 256 for both cases with 4t = 0:001 for  = 0:001 and 4t = 0:0005
for  = 0:000667 [20] [19]. It appears that E and  start to settle down around T = 10 for
 = 0:001 and T = 9 for  = 0:000667, respectively. Based on the equilibrated values of E
and , a Taylor's micro-scale Reynolds number R is de ned as
s 
E
p
(69)
R = 20
3 
It is known that for suciently large values, this Taylor Reynolds number R scales as the
square-root of the Reynolds number Re. The  = 0:001 calculation reported here corresponds
to R = 134, while for the  = 0:000667 calculation, R = 155.
In Figure 2, we plot G1 and G2 against r= for di erent T for the same cases as shown
in Figure 1. Here, we choose y = pr3 (1; 1; 1), where where r = jyj is given. As shown in the
graphs, there is a range of r (though not very large) where G2 is approximately 4=5, while
G1 is approximately 4=3. The agreement for G2 appears to be better. Given the theoretical
results, it is not surprising that the range of r over which G1 and G2 are approximately 4=3
and 4=5 is larger for R = 155 than that for R = 134. Indeed, the t with a constant is
also better for the larger R.
Similar results are presented in Figure 3 for y = r (1; 0; 0) with r given. We see that
there is no signi cant regime of r= where G1 and G2 are constants. Further, the values are
signi cantly smaller than 4=3 and 4=5 respectively, though the values are somewhat larger
for  = 0:00067 than for  = 0:001. It is possible that these approach 4/3 and 4/5 respectively
as  becomes even smaller.
The signi cant di erences between Figures 2 and 3 suggest a lack of isotropy in the
ow. While the theoretically predicted quantities involve solid angle averages that cannot
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be computed with the current power of computers available, the computational results upto
R = 155 suggest that in some directions, one can observe an approximate linear scaling
regime for S~3c and S~3c;K that is consistent with the rigorous large Reynolds number limiting
results for S~3 and S3;K . However, there also exists other directions for which such agreement
does not exist, at least upto R = 155.

5 Discussions
We conclude by noting that the rigorous equality for S~3 and S3;K holds for non-isotropic or
inhomogeneous ows as well since the de nition used here involves a space-time-solid angle
averaging. Our computations even for a highly symmetric ow in a periodic box for a Taylor
Reynolds number of upto 155 suggest that the assumptions on isotropy are generally not
satis ed. Because of prohibitive computational expense, we are unable to assess numerically
how the predicted scaling laws in the theoretical large Reynolds number limit hold for for the
newly de ned third order structure functions (involving space-time-solid angle averaging) at
the highest Reynolds number for which computation is feasible. However, by dropping solid
angle averaging for computational purposes, we noted approximate scaling regimes for some
orientation of the displacement vector y, though not for others.
While the numerical computation so far is not practical for ows that are not isotropic,
these relations may prove useful to experimentalists as well theoreticians seeking to model
the Navier-Stokes dynamics with simpler equations.
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List of Figure Captions
1. Solid curves: averaged normalized energy vs time; Dotted curves: averaged normalized
energy dissipation rate vs time. a)  = 0:001; b)  = 0:000667.
2. G1 and G2 as functions of r= at di erent T for y = pr3 (1; 1; 1). Dashed lines: 4/3
or 4/5. a)  = 0:001 and T = 10 + i  0:5 for i = 0; :::18; b)  = 0:000667 and
T = 9 + i  0:5 for i = 0; :::10. Note convergence for large enough T .
3. G1 and G2 as functions of r= at di erent T for y = (r; 0; 0). Dashed lines: 4/3 or 4/5.
a)  = 0:001 and T = 10 + i  0:5 for i = 0; :::18; b)  = 0:000667 and T = 9 + i  0:5
for i = 0; :::10. Note convergence for large enough T .
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